Biotic interactions have been rarely included in traditional species distribution models, wherein joint species distribution models (JSDMs) emerge as a feasible approach to incorporate environmental factors and interspecific interactions simultaneously, making it a powerful tool for analyzing the structure and assembly processes of biotic communities. However, the predictability and statistical robustness of JSDMs are largely unknown because of the lack of research efforts for those newly developed models. This study systematically evaluated the performances of five JSDMs in predicting the occurrence and biomass of multiple species, with a particular focus on diverse characteristics of sampling data, including type of response variables, number of sampling sites, and the number of species included in models. In general, most models yielded satisfactory performances on fitting to observed data and on the estimation of environmental effects; however, they showed less well performances in evaluating species associations, and their predictability had large variations. The JSDMs showed inconsistent performances between the goodness-of-fit and predictability in cross-validation, and the Boral model was relatively robust than others. The predictability of JSDMs was less influenced by sample sizes and substantially improved by incorporating rare species. This study contributes to an appropriate model selection and application of JSDMs.
Introduction
A primary goal of ecology is to understand the fundamental processes underlying the pattern of species abundance and distribution. Whilst species distributions are determined by both abiotic environmental factors and biotic interactions across species (Hutchinson 1957 , Wisz et al. 2013 , traditional practices of species distribution modelling (SDM) have been focused on the effect of abiotic factors on single species. However, species are closely associated with each other through biological processes such as predation, competition and mutualism, and the misspecification of biotic interactions may limit the understanding of assembly processes, leading to substantial bias in predicting community structure. For instance, Clark et al. (2014) and Harris (2015) illustrated that modelling the distribution of many species independently and then stacking them together might lead to large errors in forest and bird studies. On the other hand, when species distributions are related, one species can provide information for predicting the distribution of other species, implying that modelling the distribution of multiple species simultaneously is an efficient way of using available data (Latimer et al. 2009 , Ovaskainen et al. 2010 , Pollock et al. 2014 . In this sense, single-species SDMs lead to unnecessary information loss when most ecological surveys cover multiple species in nature. Therefore, multispecies distribution modelling has drawn broad interests in classical and recent community ecology (Legendre and Legendre 2012 , Clark et al. 2014 , Warton et al. 2015a , Ovaskainen et al. 2017b , Thorson and Barnett 2017 .
Many traditional methods have been used to deal with the issue of biotic interactions in modelling species distribution (Kissling et al. 2012 , Warton et al. 2015a ). For instance, multivariate methods such as CCA (canonical correspondence analysis, ter Braak 1986) and RDA (redundancy analysis, Rao 1964) have long been used to study multispecies responses to environmental changes (Legendre and Legendre 2012) ; however, ordination methods do not evaluate species associations explicitly and cannot make predictions for new assemblages (Harris 2015 , Warton et al. 2015a ). An alternative approach to incorporating biotic interactions is to use the abundance of, e.g. prey/predator as predictors (Leathwick and Austin 2001 , Heikkinen et al. 2007 , Meier et al. 2010 . This approach suffers the limitation that species may interact within complex networks instead of pairwise. Besides, multicollinearity problems may arise if the response and predictor species are governed by the same environmental variables (Kissling et al. 2012 , Wisz et al. 2013 . Benefiting from advancement of statistics and computing power, joint species distribution models (JSDMs) have emerged as a feasible way to explicitly incorporate environmental variables and interspecific interactions simultaneously (Warton et al. 2015a ). Such models provide mechanistic insights into assembly processes and a promising way for addressing a wide range of ecological questions, including separating biotic effects from abiotic effects, estimating species interaction networks, and accounting for missing predictors (Warton et al. 2015a , Ovaskainen et al. 2017b .
Generally, the so-called JSDMs use the abundance or occurrence of multiple species as response variables and incorporate environmental factors, species associations and species traits in the modeling framework. These models commonly use generalized linear regression methods (GLM, see also neural networks, Harris (2015) ) to relate multivariate response to environmental variables, and capture species associations in the form of random effects (Warton et al. 2015a ). In the early development of JSDMs, the models were formulated as multivariate generalized linear mixed model (GLMM), in which the random effect was specified as an unstructured variance-covariance matrix (Ovaskainen et al. 2010 , Kissling et al. 2012 , Pollock et al. 2014 . However, the application of GLMM is usually limited to tens of species due to statistical insolubility, as the number of parameters in the variance-covariance matrix increase quadratically with the number of species. The limitation has been overcome by the introduction of latent variable models (LVMs) (Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh 2004 , Warton et al. 2015a , Ovaskainen et al. 2016b , which use unobserved (latent) variables as predictors in the form of random effects to specify species correlations. The latent variable (LV) method enables JSDMs to include hundreds of species, as well as multiple hierarchical levels (Ovaskainen et al. 2017b ) and spatio-temporal structure (Thorson and Barnett 2017) . The fitting process of JSDMs is computationally challenging due to the need for estimating random effects. Typically, the model parameters are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation or Bayesian methods implemented by Laplace Approximation and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations, respectively (Warton et al. 2015a) .
Currently, the JSDM approach is a fast developing research area with a variety of new methods proposed (Rizopoulos 2006 , Pollock et al. 2014 , Harris 2015 , Thorson et al. 2015 , Hui 2016 , Clark et al. 2017 , Hui et al. 2017 , Ovaskainen et al. 2017b . Although following the same tenet of JSDMs, the models are developed with diverse mathematical techniques and for different research goals. The statistical properties, such as computational efficiency, parameter sensitivity, and robustness to observational errors are largely unknown among other advantages/disadvantages. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct extensive empirical and theoretical examinations on the performance of different JSDMs. Although there has been a comprehensive review (Warton et al. 2015a) and several illustrative comparison studies of JSDMs (Harris 2015, Thorson and Barnett 2017) , research efforts are generally lacking for comparing the differences and similarities among models and for evaluating model predictability. In the present study, we develop a variety of JSDMs for a fish community, and examine their performances and consistence in predicting species occurrence and biomass. Our goal is to test the ability of JSDMs in handling environmental factors and species interactions and to provide guidance for model selection with regard to different characteristics of sampling data. In addition, we propose suggestions for further model development and application in marine ecosystems.
Material and methods

Survey data
The survey area is located on the coastal middle Yellow Sea, China, adjacent to Shandong Peninsula (Fig. 1) . The survey collected nekton samples of a variety of taxa, including fish, shrimp, crab and cephalopod using a bottom trawl conducted in autumn 2016. A total of 80 sampling sites were monitored, and an otter trawl was towed for 1 h at a speed of 3 knots in each sampling site. The otter trawl had a width of 15 m and cod-end mesh size of 20 mm. All catches were sorted onboard and identified to species level in the laboratory. A total of 145 fish species were identified in the survey, in addition to mollusk, echinoderms and other benthos (Yang and Wang 1996, Chen and Zhang 2015) . The occurrence and wet weight of fish, shrimp, crab and cephalopod were measured for each sampling site and used for modelling. Environmental variables include temperature, salinity, and depth were measured using CTD system (i.e. oceanography instrument to measure the conductivity, temperature, and depth of seawater, XR-420) in the same sites after hauling.
Joint species distribution models (JSDMs)
We evaluate the performance of a wide range of existing JSDMs, but the list can hardly cover the contemporary model developments. The study limits the scope to the prevalent models available as R packages, as most JSDMs have been developed on R platform (R Core Team). Specifically, this study includes 'BayesComm' (Golding and Harris 2015) , 'Mistnet' (Harris 2015) , 'Boral' (Hui 2016) , 'HMSC' (Ovaskainen et al. 2017b ) and 'Gjam' (Clark et al. 2017) . To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies have covered the same range of models.
Most models adopt the LV approach to capture species associations. The aforementioned LVs are introduced in the form of unobserved predictors, arising from biotic interactions or unmeasured covariates. One illustrative form of LVMs can be specified as (Warton et al. 2015a) :
Where m ij denotes the mean abundance or occurrence probability of species j in sample site i; X i denotes the measured predictors and Z i denotes LVs at sampling site i; β j and λ j denote the regression coefficients to environmental variables and LVs of species j, respectively. Herein Z i are treated as random effects and both Z i and λ j need to be estimated (Warton et al. 2015a) . The signs and magnitudes of LV loadings (λ j ) can be used to reveal species associations. The features of the five JSDMs are referenced and briefly introduced here. 1) BayesComm model uses a multivariate probit regression approach to relate species occurrence to explanatory variables (ver. 0.1-2) (Pollock et al. 2014, Golding and Harris 2015) , wherein the probability of occurrence is described as the probability density of auxiliary variables exceeding a threshold (Z  0). The BayesComm models were fitted with Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach using JAGS (Plummer 2003) . It should be noted that the model can only handle presence-absence data in the present form. The model is available as R package 'BayesComm' on CRAN ( https:// cran.r-project.org ).
2) Mistnet model is based on feed-forward neural networks and uses LVs to incorporate species associations (ver. 0.3.0, Harris 2015). Different from basic neural networks, Mistnet is specified in a stochastic form by including LVs. The model uses a Monte Carlo expectation-maximization approach (a variant of backpropagation algorithm procedure, Tang and Salakhutdinov (2013) ) to estimate the states of LVs and the model's coefficients, alternatively. It should be noted that neural networks promote the flexibility of Mistnet but limit the estimation of model uncertainty (Harris 2015) . The R package is available at Github ( https://github.com/ davharris/mistnet ).
3) Boral is an R package for Bayesian ordination and regression analysis (ver. 1.3.1, Hui 2016). The model fits species distribution to environmental variables using GLM approach and accounts for residual correlation among species with LVs. The model also adopts a Bayesian approach in model fitting, in which parameters are estimated using MCMC methods via JAGS (Plummer 2003) . The Boral models are featured by incorporating a variety of distributions for response variables, including Bernoulli, Poisson, negative binomial, normal, Gamma, Tweedie and log-normal distributions (Hui 2016) . The model is available as R package 'boral' on CRAN.
4) HMSC is a tool for hierarchical modelling of species communities built with Bayesian hierarchical approach (ver. 2.0-10, Ovaskainen et al. 2017b) . The model also uses linear regression to integrate the effect of environmental variables and LVs. Characterized by the hierarchical framework, HMSC can incorporate information of spatial-temporal structure, species traits, and phylogenetic relationships among the species (Ovaskainen et al. 2016a (Ovaskainen et al. , 2017a ). In the current version of the model, the options of error distributions include 'normal' for continuous data, 'probit' for presence-absence, 'poisson' for count data and 'overPoisson' for Poisson distribution with overdispersion. The R package HMSC is available at the developer website ( www.helsinki.fi/en/researchgroups/metapopulation-research-centre/ hmsc ).
5) Gjam is generalized joint attribute model, a flexible model that accommodates multifarious species attributes and data types (ver. 2.1.4, Clark et al. 2017) . The response variables can be a combination of presence-absence, ordinal, count, abundance, composition, and censored data, with each column being a different data type. The model is capable of handling zero-inflated data that prevail in community dataset. The model avoids non-linear link functions and uses a censoring process to integrate discrete and continuous data on the observed scales. A dimension reduction scheme is conducted if the number of species is much larger than sampling units. The model is available as R package 'gjam' on CRAN.
Model fitting and evaluation
The five JSDMs were parameterized with survey data of species distribution and environmental variables collected from the coastal Yellow Sea. Presence/absence data and biomass data were used as the response variable, respectively, and species biomass was log-transformed (log(x + 1)) to reduce the influence of extreme values and to satisfy the requirement of error distribution in Mistent and HMSC models. The quadratic terms of environmental variable were included as predictors to accommodate non-linear responses to environmental factors.
We evaluated the goodness-of-fit of JSDMs among models and species, and examined species associations after accounting for their responses to environmental variables. A simulation test was conducted to evaluate the models' ability to estimate the parameters for creating community data when the underlying characteristics were known. Specifically, we randomly generated environmental variables X and species response coefficients β j from independent normal distributions. We also created random covariance matrices among species, from which the effect of species associations were simulated from multivariate normal distributions. The effect of environmental factors and species associations were combined to simulate species occurrence and abundance with multivariate binomial and normal distribution, respectively. The simulated data were used to fit all the JSDMs included in this study, except Mistnet which provides no regression coefficients, and the regression parameters of β j and association matrices were derived accordingly. The process was repeated for 1000 times in the simulation, and the estimates of β j and pairwise species association were examined against the true values in data generation.
Apart from model fitting, this study was focused on model performances when predictions are made onto new data (i.e. predictability, Zimmermann 2000, Mouquet et al. 2015) . We evaluated the predictability of the models with regard to the diverse characteristics of sampling data. Specifically, the performance of the models was examined for the following three aspects.
1) Type of response variables. Fisheries surveys usually collect data of species abundance or biomass, whereas it is also common to record presence-absence or ordinal data in ecological studies. Currently, most JSDMs are focused on species occurrence, and rare models aim to address species abundance (but see Thorson and Barnett 2017) . The capacity of handling different types of response variables has been less known for most JSDMs (Certain et al. 2014 , Clark et al. 2017 . We transform the species biomass in each sampling site to species occurrence and relative biomass in a log scale. The species occurrence and log-biomass are used as response variables separately in building JSDMs.
2) Number of sampling sites. The capacity of statistical models can be severely hampered by limited sample sizes, which is not uncommon in most studied ecosystems. We simulate limited sampling sizes by randomly selecting a proportion of sampling sites from the total dataset, and used the subsets for models fitting and prediction. The proportion of data subsets ranged from 50% to 100% of the original dataset.
3) Number of species included. Ecological surveys commonly encounter a large amount of taxa, whereas most of the species are rare in number and occur in a small proportion of sampling sites. The rare species are believed to hardly provide information on species response to environmental factors in traditional SDMs (Clark et al. 2017) . Therefore, it is routine to use a threshold of occurrence frequency to eliminate rare species in modeling, although the selection of the threshold tends to be arbitrary. We simulate scenarios of different thresholds for species selection and examine the effect of species number on model predictability. The frequency of species occurrence in surveys is used as the thresholds of species inclusion, ranging from 5 to 50%.
The predictability of the models was evaluated using a cross-validation approach. In each step of cross-validation, 75% data were randomly selected as training set for model fitting, and the remaining 25% data were used as testing set to examine model predictability. Several measures were used for quantifying predictability. The predictive power for species occurrence was measured using the area under the received operator characteristics curve (AUC) (Fielding and Bell 1997 ) and Tjur's coefficient of discrimination (Tjur's D) (Tjur 2009 ). The latter was proposed as a goodness-of-fit statistic for logistic models, defined as the difference between the mean value of the events and nonevents probabilities, i.e. D = − π π ^ ^ 1 0 , in which π ^ 1 is the mean value of the predicted probability in the sampling sites of species presence, while π ^ 0 is the mean probability in the sites of species absence. Tjur's D ranges from -1 to 1, indicating from poor to perfect fitting, respectively. The predictive power for species biomass was measured using the rooted-mean-square-error (RMSE) and the coefficient of determination R 2 between model predictions and observations in a log scale. The values of Tjur's D, AUC, RMSE and R 2 were calculated for each species, i.e. speciesspecific measurements, and for the whole community, i.e. over-species measurements, respectively. Each scenario above (i.e. different types of response variables, number of sampling sites and number of species included) was repeated for 200 times in the simulation processes, and these measurements are shown with species prevalence, number of sampling site and number of modeled species, in order to evaluate the predictability of the models in different situations.
Data deposition
Data available from the Dryad Digital Repository:  http:// dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.rd55f  (Zhang et al. 2018) .
Results
Model fitting
Convergence diagnostics showed that most parameters of the JSDMs were successfully converged, and all the models showed a similar level of convergences with the same length of MCMC chains, except for Mistnet that was unavailable for the diagnostics as a result of the neural network algorithm (Supplementary material Appendix 1C). There were substantial differences in the degree of model fitting among species. For occurrence data, the Tjur's D ranged from 0 to 0.9 and AUC ranged from 0.6 to 1 among species; for biomass data, RMSE ranged from 0.5 to 4 and R 2 ranged from 0.1 to 1 among species. It should be noted that the extreme values of AUC and R 2 suggest overfitting for some species. The occurrence and biomass of some species were better fitted than others, and the order of goodness-of-fit was generally consistent among the five JSDMs (Fig. 2) . On the other hand, the five JSDMs had large differences in their relative performances. Overall, the Gjam model fitted better to both occurrence and biomass data than other models. In particular, the model showed high AUC values (close to 1) for almost all species. Boral and HMSC model fitted less well to observations, and Mistnet and BayesComm models showed the worst goodness-of-fit performance, for which the values of Tjur's D and AUC were constantly low among all species. The five models showed generally satisfactory over-species fitting, with Tjur's D ranging from 0.2 to 0.6, AUC ranging from 0.7 to 0.9 and R 2 ranging from 0.4 to 0.8 among models, consistent with the relative performances of speciesspecific measurements.
Parameter estimation
The simulation tests showed that BayesComm, Boral, HMSC and Gjam yielded satisfactory accuracy in the estimate of regression parameters β (i.e. species response to environmental variables) but less well performances in evaluating species associations (Fig. 3) . The HMSC model showed the best performance in the estimation of β from occurrence data, followed by Gjam and BayesComm. All the models showed very close estimates of β from log-biomass data. On the other hand, regarding the estimation of species correlation matrices, BayesComm and Gjam showed desirable accuracy, whereas Boral and HMSC yielded poor precision.
Model predictability
Cross-validation was used to test the predictability of JSDMs with respect to species prevalence and data characteristics. Species prevalence, i.e. the frequency of species occurrence, showed minor influences on species-specific values of Tjur's D, but had substantial effects on AUC (Fig. 4) . In particular, species with low and high prevalence were better predicted than the species with 30 to 50% prevalence. Regarding species biomass, both RMSE and R 2 increased with species prevalence, providing contrasting evidences of predictive performances. The species-specific measures were close among the different models, with the exceptional poor performances of Mistnet on Tjur's D and HMSC on R 2 . In addition, the predictions were more consistent for less common species, and the divergence tended to increase among models when species prevalence was larger than 30%.
The performance of JSDMs was slightly influenced by sample size in modelling occurrence, whereas the predictability tended to increase with sample size for species biomass (Fig. 5) . In addition, the five JSDMs showed large differences in their overall predictability. The species occurrence could be better predicted by Boral, followed by BayesComm, Mistnet and HMSC, and Gjam showed poor performance on both Tjur's D and AUC. In particular, BayesComm showed the best performance with AUC when the sample size was large. On modelling biomass data, Mistnet and Boral showed better performances, whereas HMSC model had relative poor predictability. The relative model performances were consistent over sampling sizes.
The performance of JSDMs could be substantially influenced by the number of species included in the models (Fig. 6) . As the threshold of species inclusion increased from 5 to 50% occurrence frequency, the predictability of the models decreased substantially except Gjam, whose performance increased sharply when the threshold was  25% in modelling presence/absence data. HMSC showed poor predictability on species biomass and other models had similar performances.
Discussion
The present study evaluated the performances of a range of JSDMs in predicting the distribution of multiple species. In general, the models showed satisfactory fitting to the observation data and desirable performances in estimating environmental response parameters. However, the models had substantial variations in model predictability among different species, types of response variables, sample sizes and the numbers of species within data. In general, the Gjam model had superior goodness-of-fit, followed by Boral, and the case was different in cross-validation when predictions were made onto new sampling sites, for which Boral and Mistnet models yielded better predictability. We conclude that no models can exceed the other models in all circumstances and suggest a combination of multiple models for future applications. In addition, we highlight that the relative performances of models may be substantially influenced by the criteria used for comparison and ecosystem-specific structures, and future studies are needed to contrast the results obtained from different ecosystems. Despite the limitation, this study provides the first systematical comparison of JSDMs that benefits model selection and contributes to define the range of suitable applications for JSDMs.
This study specifies a range of JSDMs in a similar way to facilitate model comparison. It should be noted that such a specification may hamper the strength and potential for some JSDMs. For example, the HMSC is designed for incorporating hierarchical information of community data, such as . The species were ordered according to their relative goodness-of-fit in different JSDMs using a PCA analysis, in which the scores of the first PC was used for species order (PC1 explained 74-89% of total variance in the four measures). BayesComm model was not applied to the biomass data in the lower panels.
spatial and temporal structure, species traits, and phylogenetic relationships (Ovaskainen et al. 2017b ), which is not accounted in the present study as other models cannot. The Gjam model aims to deal with a variety of data types and irregular distributions (Clark et al. 2017) , whereas only presence/absence and log-biomass data are involved in this study. Additionally, it should be noted that the performance of different models in this study can be partially influenced by the experience of modelling. For instance, considering Mistnet model, network weight initialization, learning rate, transformation function, number of hidden layers, and number of nodes in each layer are critical for neural networks but their specification depend heavily on user experience (Basheer and Hajmeer 2000) . Furthermore, a model should be chosen primarily to answer particular ecological questions, and we highlight that the trade-off of model advantages and drawbacks should be considered with respect to specific purposes, such as explanation or prediction (Araújo and Guisan 2006) . In particular, we recommend the use of Boral model for its relative robust performances in our simulations.
The performances of species distribution models depend on the quality of observation data (Araújo and Guisan 2006, Elith and Leathwick 2009) , and the precision of models may be limited by data sizes in many modelling practices. There are many studies examining the effects of sample size on the performance of species distribution models. For instance, Wisz et al. (2008) evaluated 12 SDMs with three levels of sampling sizes, and showed that the uncertainty associated Figure 3 . The distribution of estimating errors of regression parameters and species associations using JSDMs from simulation data. The regression parameters, beta0 and beta1 referred to the species response to environmental variables estimated from occurrence and biomass data, respectively; and species associations, sigma0 and sigma1 referred to the pairwise correlation matrices after accounting for environmental effects. The curves denoted the kernel density in the histograms of estimation errors from the JSDM models, and the black lines illustrated the distribution of estimating errors from random guesses, using a standard normal distribution. The simulation data of species occurrence and log-biomass were randomly generated from the combined effects of environmental response and species correlation matrices, using binomial and normal distribution, respectively. The colors were plotted in translucency and overlapped.
with modelling increased with decreasing sample size and no model could provide satisfactory predictions with small data (n  30). Other studies, however, suggested that complex models such as Maxent and machine-learning methods may be more capable in dealing with small data (n = 10) and less sensitive to sampling sizes (Stockwell and Peterson 2002, Hernandez et al. 2006) . Tikhonov et al. (2017) showed that the ability of JSDMs to identify changes of species associations increased with data sizes. It should be noted that the prediction in the above studies was measured with model fitting rather than cross-validation. The different approaches might partially contribute to the divergence from our results, which suggested that sample sizes had minor influence on model predictability. In addition, the pattern might result from the use of LVs, which were typically unknown within JSDMs when the predictions were made onto new sampling sites, implying that the effect of LVs need to be marginalized via Monte-Carlo integration or other randomization processes (Warton et al. 2015a , Hui 2016 . As the marginal predictions usually involve extensive averaging among simulations, the predicted values tend to be stable (small standard error in Fig. 4 , 5 and 6) but less precise for site-specific predictions. Future studies of JSDMs should be aware of the use of LVs when making inter-or extrapolation. JSDMs are powerful tools for analyzing the structure and assembly processes of biotic communities. The advantage of this approach has been comprehensively introduced, i.e. improving predictions by using species correlations information, accounting for missing predictors using LVs, explicit model selection and diagnostic checking within the model-based framework, as well as improved interpretability, flexibility, and efficiency for ecological questions (Warton et al. 2015a , b, Ovaskainen et al. 2017b ). Many studies have demonstrated that JSDMs consistently over-perform single-species SDMs implemented by GLMs (Hui et al. 2013 , Tikhonov et al. 2017 , Clark et al. 2017 , boosted regression trees, neutral network (Harris 2015) , and spatial delta models (Thorson and Barnett 2017) . However, JSDMs are not without their flaws. Some constrains for single-species distribution models may still hold for JSDMs. For example, SDMs assume species distributions are in equilibrium with environmental conditions, i.e. equilibrium postulate (Guisan and Thuiller 2005) . This assumption underlies most SDMs or JSDMs because sampling data are usually collected during a limited period of time. However, the equilibrium postulate can hardly be satisfied as a result of environmental fluctuations, population dynamics and migrations, as well as human disturbances particularly fishing. Besides, the niche concept also forms the foundations of JSDMs, whereas concepts such as fundamental and realized niche themselves are relatively vague and require further clarification and representation in a model based framework Zimmermann 2000, Araújo and Guisan 2006) . In addition, most JSDMs assume constant species associations over environmental gradients, space and time (Warton et al. 2015a ; but see Tikhonov et al. 2017) , which is not likely to be true due to adaptive behaviors of organisms. This issue can be critical for studies aiming to predict the influence of climate changes on marine ecosystems. There are several implications from our study for the further development and application of JSDMs. First, we suggest further developments of JSDMs on modelling species abundance instead of the current focus of presenceabsence data. The effect of collapsing abundance data into presence-absence has been evaluated by simulation studies (Clark et al. 2017) , which suggested that abundance data could generate better parameter recovery, especially for species correlations. Consistently, our study illustrated that the JSDMs had different abilities in dealing with presenceabsence and biomass data and there were substantial differences between the species associations identified from the two dataset (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A3 ). In addition, the underlying ecological processes that determine species occurrence in a location can be different from that determine its abundance (van Buskirk 2005 , Blanchet et al. 2014 , which should also be considered in modelling. However, handling abundance data is not an easy task for JSDMs, as abundance data are commonly sparse for the whole community with irregular distributions.
Even for the models that can handle non-normal distribution (e.g. Boral and Gjam), the large proportion of zero observations may hinder model performances (Clark et al. 2017) . Second, more attentions should be paid to anticipatory predictions when using JSDMs for future studies (Mouquet et al. 2015) . In particular, spatial structure may be considered to narrow down the variation of site-specific LVs for improving predictability (Thorson et al. 2016 , Ovaskainen et al. 2017b , Thorson and Barnett 2017 . In addition, the robustness of JSDMs to data noise should be considered in model evaluations. The assembly of communities involves not only deterministic processes such as environmental filter and biotic interaction, but also stochastic processes such as dispersal and ecological drift (Chase and Myers 2011) . The stochastic processes, in addition to observation processes, can impose substantial noise to data, which may be captured by the LVs in JSDMs and cause overfitting problems. Furthermore, some challenges for single species SDM may be also applicable to JSDMs, for example, to improve designs for sampling data for model building, to improve parameterization and predictor selection, and to define geographical extent and resolution (Araújo and Guisan 2006) . Figure 6 . The effect of species number on the predictability of JSDMs in modelling species occurrence and biomass. The threshold was used to exclude species with low occurrence frequency from 5 to 50%, and the number of species decreased from 78 to 12 in the simulation (shown in the Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A2 ).
